Canvas Known Issue: To Do List

Summary

The to do list in Canvas shows up for students in order to help them see what they have “to do” for any of their active courses. In a core course, the student clicks on an assignment/quiz (any graded item) in the To do list. The error states they do not have access to the quiz/assignment.

Step-by-step guide

A known error persists in the following situation:

1. In a core course, the student clicks on an assignment/quiz (any graded item) in the To do list. The error states they do not have access to the quiz/assignment.
2. The student should go to the quiz/assignment via Course Navigation and try it from there.
3. If it works from there, it is most likely the case that the student partook in a body to body swap, and the wrong assignment is appearing in their to do list. There is not a fix for this at the current moment (June 13th, 2017)
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